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Abstract
Detecting spams in online social network and review platforms is a challenging
task drawing attention from multidisciplinary research communities. It is a long
lasting campaign between the fraudsters and platforms. In terms of data mining,
spam detection is an anomaly detection task. Many algorithms which leverage the
behavioral and linguistic features of the users and their posts have been proposed in
this area. Graph model and deep model are gradually being adapted to this problem
as well.
In this survey, I review and critique three recently published papers focusing on
different aspects of the spam detection problem. They employ graph model and deep
model to solve the emerging and challenging problems in spam detection. The first
paper encodes the edge direction information into an optimized belief propagation
model. The second one firstly tackles cold start problem in spam detection with
an unsupervised embedding model. The last paper proposes a framework to detect
crowdsourced spammers. After reviewing the related work, I give a brief introduction of their proposed models plus some preliminary knowledge. Then I discuss the
contributions and drawbacks of their models. At last, I propose some challenging
problems in spam detection along with a couple of future research directions.
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Introduction

As the booming of the web 2.0 services like online social network and e-commerce,
people spend more time online to fulfill their social need, seek information and shop
goods. Meanwhile, the corresponding online businesses make a considerable profit.
However, there are various kinds of suspicious behavior and spams existing in those
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websites and services aiming to exaggerate the reputation of businesses or even steal
personal information from users. A report claims that the percentage of fake reviews
on Yelp grows from 6% in 2006 to 20% in 2013 [42]. Because of the anonymity and
distributive identities of the Internet, it has been a challenging task for the online
service providers to tackle the growing number of fraudsters and spams. Moreover,
the botnet and freelancing workers both involved in the online spam activities. It
makes the spam detection task even more difficult. The evolution of cheating techniques makes the online spam detection problem become a long lasting campaign
between the fraudsters and platforms. There are still numerous unsolved challenges
in this area today.
In terms of data mining, such fraud/spam detection task is named as Anomaly
Detection which is a process identifying anomaly data points from regular data points
in a given dataset. The research of anomaly detection starts from the early 1970s in
databases [6]. As for the online spam detection research, it develops along with the
development of web applications. Spam email and short messages are the very first
types of online spams which appear in the early 21st century [5]. Since spam emails
usually have advertisement content which is distinct to regular emails, couples of
spam detectors employing semantic features have been proposed [17].
As the online social network like Facebook and Twitters thriving, new types of
spam gradually emerge [34]. The fake followers and fake likes are typical types of
social spam. Thanks to the abundant information of the social network, we could
better model those suspicious activities. The online spam review is a unique type of
online spam which draws lots of attention in recent years [27, 26, 7]. The review system of web services helps the people know more about the merchandises or services.
The business owners also obtain useful feedback from users. At the same time, such
mechanism fosters lots of fabricated fake reviews. Generally, those reviews are purchased by the business owners in order to boost their product ratings and increase
positive reviews. In this survey, I mainly address the works that deal with spammers
and spams on online social network and review platforms.
The semantic, behavioral and structural features of users are all harnessed to
gauge the suspiciousness of themselves. At the early stage of spam detection research,
most of the studies focus on the semantic features of reviews or posts [48, 52, 40, 27,
36, 24, 38, 15]. They assume that the spams may differ from regular reviews/posts in
some handcrafted semantic features. Some high-level semantic features like sentiment
are also proposed to help identify spams [23]. Some of the text features are shown
in Table 1.
Besides text features, behavioral information is another essential perspective to
differ the spammers from benign users. Temporal behaviors of the fraudsters like
2

Table 1: Behavior and text features proposed in the state-of-the-art works on spam
and spammer detection. Due to the different regime of review platforms and OSNs,
they share some common features and have their unique features [54].
Behavior

Description

Text

Description

MNR
PR
NR
WRD
BST
RD
Rank
ETF
ISR
DPW

Max. number of reviews posted in a day [46]
The ratio of positive reviews [48]
The ratio of negative reviews [48]
Weighted Rating Deviation [39]
Burstiness [14]
Rating deviation of product’s avg. rating [36]
The rank order of the review [27]
The early time frame of the reviewer [46]
Is singleton? [54]
Deceptive review count previous week [29]

RL
ACS
PCW
PC
DLb
PP1
RES
SW
OW
F

Avg. review length [48]
Avg. content similarity [39]
Percentage of all capital words [36]
Percentage of capital letters [36]
Description length based on bigrams [54]
The ratio of 1st person pronouns [36]
The ratio of exclamation sentences [36]
The ratio of subjective words [36]
The ratio of objective words [36]
The frequency of review [54]

posting frequency, number of reviews, posting burstiness are applied in the detection
algorithms [14, 32, 54, 69, 37, 29]. Besides the temporal features, other behavior
features like group activity [47, 4], rating distribution [39] and rating deviation of
products [46] have been proposed as well.
In recent years more graph-based model and deep learning models are proposed. They leverage the hidden connections between data points in spam detection
datasets. Meanwhile, some new problems especially new types of spam are emerging
along with the attack-defense campaign. In this survey, I mainly review and critique
three recent papers published at top-tier conferences. They investigate the novel
problems in online spam detection and employ the state-of-the-art learning methods
to solve the challenging problems.
The first paper proposes a graph-based algorithm called GANG which identifies
spammers on online social networks [61]. They quantify the difference between edges
with different directions and approximate the belief propagation algorithm with a
matrix form. The matrix form makes belief propagation more scalable. They also
provide a theoretical guarantee to the convergence of GANG. Traditional spam
detectors usually utilize user behavior and network features for detecting spams.
However, in some scenarios, spammers are new coming singletons users, where behavior and network features are not available [48]. In the second paper, Wang et
al. firstly tackle such cold start problem under spam review detection settings [66].
Meanwhile, it is a typical work that adapts deep model into spam detection research.
The last paper focuses on another challenging problem called crowdsourcing [28]. It is
a kind of fraud activity that hires freelancing workers to write and post fake reviews.
Those crowd workers are very similar to ordinary users in perspective of traditional
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Table 2: Comparison of three state-of-the-art papers reviewed in this survey.
Section
Section 2
Section 3
Section 4

Paper
Paper 1 [61]
Paper 2 [66]
Paper 3 [28]

Problem
Optimizing Alg
Cold Start
Crowdsourcing

Model
Graph
Deep Model
Graph&Deep

Target
Social Spammer
Spam Review
Crowd Worker

Dataset
Twitter
Yelp
Amazon

Venue
ICDM2017
ACL2017
WSDM2018

features. Another challenge is the lack of the ground truth of those crowd workers.
A detection framework called TwoFace is proposed in the paper. It discovers more
suspicious users from local neighborhood and distant communities based on only
few high-suspicious crowd workers. An overall summary of three papers is shown in
Table 2.
The remaining parts of the paper are organized as follows. Section 2, 3, 4 present
the reviews and critiques of the three papers mentioned above respectively. Section
5 discusses some challenges and pitfalls that exist in the current research of spam
detection, and it then points out a few future research venues.

2

Detecting Social Spammers with Graph Model

The users in social networks and reviewers/products on review platforms could be
easily modeled with a graph model. Based on the graph homophily assumption,
we believe nodes that have explicit or latent connections in a graph usually share
some common attributes [51]. Thus, the graph model could help us discover more
suspicious nodes beyond the feature-based model [64].
In the spam detection scenario, some of the works use the random walk algorithm to propagate the suspiciousness between each node in the graph [71, 19]. The
relation between nodes could also be represented as a Markov Random Field (MRF)
where nodes have joint posterior probabilities with each other. Some inference algorithms on MRF like belief propagation has been proposed for the spam detection
task [54]. While in a graph with loops (most of the graphs in the real world are
loopy graphs), we can only use some approximation algorithms like Loopy Belief
Propagation without convergence guarantee.
In this section, I will review the paper from Wang et al. [61]. It targets the
suspicious user detection problem in the online social network. The proposed GANG
model could effectively leverage the directed edge information in the social network
and calculate the user suspiciousness with theoretical guarantee efficiently. Their
algorithm is based on an MRF model mentioned above. Furthermore, they give an
optimized formulation of belief propagation which has convergence guarantee and
4

scalability. In the following parts of this section, I first introduce how they model
the social network with a directed graph model and how the authors incorporate
edge direction information into the node suspiciousness estimation process. The
next subsection includes the mechanism of belief propagation in graphical models
and the techniques to optimize it. The last part is a critique of the proposed model
based on the regime especially the robustness of the graph model.

2.1

Directed Graph Model

The graph model (a.k.a network model) has been proved to have strong ability in
modeling the relationship between real-world entities and concepts. The research of
graph problem started from the Euler’s Seven Bridge Problem which abstracts the
real world islands and bridges into a graph with nodes and edges [67]. The graph
theory sheds light on the statistical machine learning research a few decades ago.
The graphical model could represent the joint probabilities between variables based
on the Bayes theory [49].
The social network research was first formulated by Scott et al. [57]. It models the
real world human relationship and represents the unseen connections with particular
nodes (person) and edges (friendship). As for the online social network, such relation
are more straightforward to render. For instance, the following and followed relation
between Twitter accounts can be modeled as two edges with opposite direction [45].
Generally, a graph G = (V, E) includes a set of nodes v ∈ V and a set of edges
e ∈ E. The edge (u, v) and (v, u) point to the same edge in the undirected graph
while they represent edges with opposite directions in the directed graph. There
are three types of relationship between two accounts in the Twitter network. The
bidirectional edge means two accounts follow each other; the unidirectional incoming
edge means a account follows the account it points to; the unidirectional outgoing
edge means the account follows its neighbor account. Figure 1 illustrates three edge
types.
Definition 2.1 (Fraudster Detection on Directed Graph Model) Given a directed social graph with labeled fraudulent nodes and normal nodes as the training set, Fraudsters detection is to predict the label of each remaining nodes in the testing set.
Note that the directional relationship does not exist in online social networks like
Facebook where friend relation is equal between two users. Wang et al. leverages such
unique edge information to evaluate the suspiciousness of the accounts in microblogs
like Twitter and Weibo. Their intuition is based on the homophily assumption of
the graph model [51]. It suggests that the association between two accounts will
5
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Figure 1: Different edge types in a Twitter network model. Blue is the bidirectional
edge. Red is the unidirectional incoming edge. Green is the unidirectional outgoing
edge [61].
reflect their inherent similarity. For instance, friends always have some common
interests and preferences. The fraudulent users usually connect with each other, and
the regular users seldom follow the fraudulent accounts. The formulated edge-node
suspiciousness correlation is described below.
Bidirectional Edge If the account u and v follow each other, they tend to
have the same property which is account suspiciousness under our problem setting.
Moreover, given the labels of u’s neighbors, the probability that u is fraudulent is
modeled with a sigmoid function below:
Pr(xu = 1|xΓb (u) ) =

1 + exp(−

1
P

v∈Γb (u)

Jvu xv )

,

(1)

where Jvu is the coupling strength of the edge vu. Jvu = Juv for the bidirectional
edges and Jvu is set to be positive to model the homophily property. Thus, the account will be more suspicious when more of its neighbor accounts are suspicious. The
sigmoid function helps us capture the homophily using a pairwise Markov Random
Field which will be introduced in the next subsection.
Unidirectional Incoming Edge If v is the unidirectional incoming neighbor of
the account u, it means the account v follows account u but not vice versa. Then
v is not informative for u’s label when v is fraudulent in such situation. Whereas
if account u is followed by many benign accounts, the probability of account u being benign tend to be high. Because the fraudsters on Twitter could follow many
accounts which could either be fraudulent or benign while the regular users tend
to follow benign accounts. Such intuition could be modeled by slightly modifying
Equation 1. By modifying the exponential factors of Equation 1, the label of node v
will have difference influence on the probability of node u.
Unidirectional Outgoing Edge If v is the unidirectional outgoing neighbor of
the account u, it means the account u follows account v but not vice versa. The
6

influence of neighbors is entirely different compared to the incoming edge. If v is
fraudulent, then u tends to be fraudulent since regular accounts seldom follow the
fraudulent accounts. It does not influence u’s suspiciousness if v is normal since both
types of accounts could follow normal accounts. The formulation of this intuition
is slightly different from the formulation modeling unidirectional incoming edges.
Thus, the influence of the neighbors is also different from the case introduced above.
Unifying the three different formulations above could cover all types of directed
edges in the directed graph model (See Figure 1). According to the related work
on feature-based model, we could calculate the prior belief of a node with the node
features listed in Table 1. Unifying the node prior neighbor influence, the probability
of a node u to be fraudulent is:

Pr xu = 1|xΓ(u) =

1
,
1 + exp (−Ib (u) − Ii (u) − Io (u) − hu )

(2)

P
where Ib (u) =
v∈Γb (u) Jvu xv is the total influence of bidirectional neighbors;
P
1
J (xv − 1) is the total influence of unidirectional incoming neighbors;
2 Pv∈Γo (u) uv
1
v∈Γo (u) Juv (xv + 1) is the total influence of unidirectional outgoing neighbors;
2
the hu represents the prior belief of node u.
At the next stage, the authors model such probability relations with a Markov
Random Field which is introduced in the following section.

2.2

pMRF and Loopy Belief Propagation

After modeling distinct indications of different edge types in the directed graph. The
authors employ the pairwise Markov Random Field (pMRF) to represent the node
relation and further infer node posterior probabilities (beliefs). The pMRF is a sharp
tool modeling random variables in an undirected graph. If a set of random variables
V are only dependent on their neighbors in the graph, such variables are in an MRF
[49]. They are in pMRF if every edge (u, v) in the graph has a compatibility function
ϕuv (xu , xv ).
Since the GANG model precisely models the different relation according to the
edge types, the paper transfers Equation 2 into the probability function into pMRF
below:
Pr (xV ) =

1 Y
φv (xv )
Z v∈V

Y

ϕuv (xu , xv ) ,

(3)

(u,v)∈E1 ∪E2

where Z is the sum of all probability values xV and the φv (xv ) represents the node
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Figure 2: A illustration of message passing process in belief propagation. For instance, the message sent from node 3 to node 2 includes all the messages sent from
the neighbors of node 3 and excludes m23 (x3 ) [74].
potential which is the prior belief calculated by the known information (handcrafted
features). The edge compatibility ϕuv (xu , xv ) is defined based on corresponding edge
type introduced in the first section above. Such modification helps adapt the original
pMRF on the undirected graph to the directed graph model.
It has been proved to be an NP-complete problem to estimate the probability
(posterior belief) of a node in pMRF. Loopy Belief Propagation (LBP) is a general algorithm to approximate the node posterior belief [50]. Specifically, it supposes
(t)
that every node passes messages to each other iteratively. The message mvu (xu ) sent
from v to u in the tth iteration is:
Y
X
(t−1)
φ
(x
)
ϕ
(x
,
x
)
mkv (xv ) ,
(4)
m(t)
(x
)
=
v
v
vu
v
u
u
vu
xv

k∈Γ(v)/u

where φv is the node potential of node v, and ϕvu (xv , xu ) is the edge potential
between node v and node u. The last term is the multiplication of the messages from
all neighbor nodes excepting node u.
The LBP is a message passing algorithm which propagates the belief of a node
to its neighborhood. Figure 2 illustrates how messages pass between each node. The
LBP updates all the messages iteratively until it converges. The posterior belief of
a node u can be calculated by the equation below:
Y
(t)
Pr(t) (xu ) ∝ φu (xu )
mku (xu ) .
(5)
k∈Γ(u)

However, the LBP will become very slow on the large scale graph since it needs to
maintain the messages on the edges at each iteration of message updating. Another
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pitfall of the LBP is that it lacks a theoretical guarantee on when it will converge.
The paper deals with the two issues above by eliminating the message maintenance process and approximating the belief propagation process on the graph model
with a matrix form. It is motivated by recent works on linearizing LBP on undirected
graphs [16]. The linearization in GANG model is more complicated since it models
the directed graph. The optimized belief propagation formulations are:



0(t−1)
(t−1)T

A
= I Ai ◦ P̂


 i


T
0(t−1)
Ao
= I −Ao ◦ P̂(t−1)
(6)





 p̂(t) = q̂ + 2 · ŵ · Ab + A0(t−1) + A0(t−1)
· p̂(t−1) ,
o
i
where Ab ∈ RV |×|V | , Ai ∈ RV |×|V | and Ao ∈ RV |×|V | represent the bidirectional,
unidirectionalh incoming and unidirectional
outgoing adjacency matrices correspondi
(t)
(t)
(t)
ingly. p(t) = p1 ; p2 ; · · · ; p|V | is the column vector represents the posterior beliefs
of all nodes at the t−th iteration and p̂(t) is its residual vector. P̂(t) ∈ R|V |×|V | is a
matrix consisting |V | times of repeats of the column vector p̂(t) . Similarly, q̂ is the
residual column vector of the prior beliefs of all nodes; ŵ is the residual of the edge
homophily strength. The indicator function I(Y) means that the entry is set to be
0 if the corresponding entry of the matrix Y is non-negative; otherwise, it is set to
be 1.
The first two lines of the Equation 6 model the influence of the unidirectional
edges when we propagate the belief between nodes and their neighbors. Since the
bidirectional edge indicate nothing to both sides, it is directly aggregated with Ai
and Ao to yield the final adjacency matrix in the last line. The last line represents
the belief propagation process updating the node posteriors directly without message maintenance. The final formulation of belief propagation is very similar to the
random walk algorithm [59].
The authors further prove its efficiency comparing with former LBP and give the
upper bound of ŵ which guarantees the convergence of GANG. More details of
algorithms and proof of them can be found in the original paper.
To summarize, the GANG model leverages the directed edge information and
use a matrix multiplication algorithm to approximate the LBP. Further optimization
is also applied to the LBP. The experiment results validate the effectiveness and
scalability of the GANG comparing with other baselines.
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2.3

Contributions & Drawbacks

From the Equation 6 of the final matrix formulation of the GANG model , we
could find that it is a simplified random walk model. The difference is that the first
two equations of 6 encode the directed edge influence with matrix entries. That
is the primary contribution of the paper. The first half the paper explains how
edge direction affects node suspiciousness and formulate it into a pMRF model.
Eventually, the model settles with a concise matrix form. It is better than starting
from a matrix form directly.
Though the paper has a strong theoretical guarantee, it still has some pitfalls for
the approximated belief propagation in Equation 6. General random walk algorithm
needs normalization to avoid the aggregation effect during node prior information
propagating [60]. For the GANG model, the node suspicious score is correlated
with the node degree since it does not normalize the matrix entries according to the
node degree.
The unnormalized GANG model will tend to assign higher suspicious scores to
nodes with higher node degree since the node will aggregate more information from
its neighbors. The outstanding performance of the unnormalized model illustrates
that the model could better fit the dataset. However, the unnormalized model is
vulnerable to attacks. When the spammer manipulates the node degree, the node
could be easily evaded from the detector. For instance, the spammer could control
whom to follow and how many accounts to follow. It will change the node degree
and further lower down the suspiciousness of the node under the GANG model.
Therefore, designing a more robust node classification algorithm against various
kinds of attacks is a promising research direction. More details are introduced in
Section 5.

3

Handling Cold Start Problem using Review Embedding

Different from the social network model in the first paper, users and products reviewing relationship could be modeled as a bipartite graph on review platforms. In such
bipartite graphs, nodes denote users and products, and edges represent the reviews
connecting users and products [1]. It is a unique type of graph model where the users
and products do not have edges inside themselves. Like the social network model,
the LBP could be applied to the review graph model [54].
However, the feature model and graph model are unable to encode the latent
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connections between the reviewers, reviews and products. When they meet a new
coming singleton review, they could not capture useful features from it. Recently, as
the development of deep learning, some works apply the deep learning methods to
the spam detection problem. Previous work demonstrates that the semantic features
could not discriminate the spams effectively [48]. While a recent work employs
Convolutional Neural Network to capture the document level and high dimensional
features of the review text [55], they prove the deep model could better identify
benign and fabricated reviews than handcrafted features.
Besides the deep semantic model, other works have tried various types of deep architecture with semi-supervised or unsupervised fashions in spam detection research
[65, 20, 66, 78, 75, 77]. Recent work also leverages the deep generation model to
generate spam reviews and improve the robustness of spam classifiers via adversarial
training [73]. Combining deep learning and graph model, the graph neural network
based fraud detection becomes a trending research topic nowadays [41].
Detecting spams from the new coming reviews with limited information is called
cold start problem. The second paper I reviewed in this section is the first work to
deal with the cold start problem. They leverage the strong learning capability of
deep learning to learn a general embedding of the reviews. At first, I will introduce
the cold start problem in details. Then I will show their framework followed by the
critique review of the deep learning approach in spam detection.

3.1

Cold Start Problem

In data mining and machine learning, the classifiers capture the features of giving
data and then predict their labels. The quality of the features of a data item is
essential to the performance of the classifier. It reflects how much information the
classifier could get from the data.
The cold start problem describes such a challenging situation where some data
items are lack of useful features. More specifically, the new data items which have
little historical records produce the cold start problem .
Some researchers in recommender system study first posed the cold start problem
[56]. The collaborative filtering algorithm which relies on users’ preferences cannot
deal with the new users. For instance, when we want to recommend movies to a
user, the collaborative filtering algorithm first finds the users sharing similar movie
preferences to the user, and it then recommends the movies watched by those similar
users to the current user. Therefore, the algorithm will work better for users with
more movie preference history and cannot have an accurate prediction for the new
users with few movie preferences [12].
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Similarly, the cold start problem is crucial in online spam detection. According
to previous studies [48, 31], most spammers in Yelp are singletons which means they
are new users with little historical data. In another perspective, we want to detect
the spam review as soon as possible to lessen its influence. The task can be defined
as follows:
Definition 3.1 (Cold Start Problem in Spam Detection) Given a labeled dataset, we
want to detect the spam reviews among all the new singleton reviews posted after the
training data with the well-trained model on training data.
It is different from traditional spam detection tasks which do not consider the
time factor and divide the training-testing dataset evenly. Such a model has been
proved to have worse performance on detecting new spams. Despite the dataset
splitting reason, another point is that the traditional handcrafted features (see Table
2) rely too much on the behavior data. Moreover, the handcrafted feature capture
limited information of the training data.
In the era of deep learning, an intuitive way to solve such problems is to employ
the deep model for learning the general representation (embedding) of review which
could capture more high-dimensional information [68]. In the next subsection, I
will introduce the model detail of Wang et al. and why it can tackle the cold start
problem in spam detection.

3.2

Text and Behavior Embedding

Based on the experiment result and previous observations [48], Wang et al. states
that the traditional linguistic features in not effective in spam detection. The traditional behavior features only works well with sufficient behavioral information. More
behavior information will lead to better performance.
To learn more behavior information, the authors adapt the TransE model to the
spam detection problem [3]. The TransE model is an unsupervised deep model originally designed to learn the embedding of the relations in knowledge graph. Specifically, the model includes a triplet (h, `, t) where h represents the head entity, t is
the tail entity. l is the label vector related to h. It models the relation named label
between two entities in the knowledge graph. The embedding of h + l should be very
close to the embedding of the t. The loss function is defined as follows:
X
∇ [γ + d(h + `, t) − d (h0 + `, t0 )]+
(7)
(h,`,t),(h0 ,`,t0 ))∈T

batch
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Figure 3: Two deep embedding models which tackle the cold start problem in spam
review detection.
The (h0 + `, t0 ) is called the corrupted triplet. The h0 and t0 are randomly sampled
from the complete original triplet (h, `, t). d is a distance function which is generally
set to be Euclidean distance function. γ > 0 is a hyperparameter. The loss function
manifests that the distance of entity embeddings inside the same triplet should be
very different from the distance of entity embeddings from different triplets. For
instance, in book knowledge graph, h represents the book title, t is the author name,
l represents the relation written by. If we change h and t to other two different book
title and author name, then such written by may not be established.
To train the model, we need to get a set of randomly sampled corrupted triplets
for each entity. Then we update the embedding of each entity according to the loss
function. The training process is totally in an unsupervised fashion which could learn
the latent and high dimensional features between data items.
Since the reviewer-product-review is a typical triplet in the review platforms where
a review has a strong connection with its corresponding reviewer and product. Wang
et al. adapts the TransE model to spam review detection problem to learn the
embeddings of review texts based on relations above. Notably, the new triplet is
modified to (β, α, τ ) where β is the product set, α is the reviewer set, and τ is
the review set. The input of the deep network is the id vectors of reviewers and
products plus the review text embedding learning by Convolutional Neural Network
[55]. The embedding training process is similar to TransE. After the unsupervised
embedding process, the learned review embeddings encode the review relation among
the complete dataset. The embeddings are finally sent to the SVM (Support Vector
13

Machine) to finish the training and testing part of the cold start spam detection
problem.
The traditional handcrafted semantic features have been proved to have limited
generation ability in spam detection task. Motivated by [55], Wang et al. employs
the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) model for learning an embedding of review
text as the feature vector of a review. The CNN model has been proved to be able
to better model the aspect information of reviews than the RNN (Recurrent Neural
Network).
To enrich the model, the authors introduce product rating as the input since the
rating is a unique factor in review platforms. Because product rating is the clearest
indicator of the quality of the product, it becomes a primary attack target being
manipulated by spammers. Moreover, the rating score (usually from 1 star to 5
stars) can indicate the sentiment polarity of the corresponding review. Based on this
observation, the authors add the rating as the constraint of review during training the
review embedding. It is similar to the TransE model which aims to obtain a ratingreview embedding where the review is highly related to its corresponding rating and
different to other rating scores. A toy example of the architecture of the model is
shown in Figure 3.
At the experiment stage, the authors validate the effectiveness of their model in
detecting new coming (cold start) spams comparing with few baselines. Two baselines are designed based on an intuition way. The behavior feature of a cold start
spammer is obtained from the most similar old spammer. The similarity is calculated
by the similarity of edit similarity review texts or the similarity of word2vec transformation of review texts [44]. The experiment states that the deep model could beat
such intuitive models. Furthermore, the added rating constraint could help improve
the performance of the original deep embedding model.

3.3

Contributions & Drawbacks

Wang et al. firstly explores the cold start problem in review spam detection. They
employ the unsupervised deep embedding model for encoding the behavior information other than handcrafted features. They prove that the deep model could
work better than the previous feature-based models. However, there are still some
empirical and theoretical issues regarding the proposed model.
The TransE model is initially proposed on the knowledge graph. It aims to learn
a low-dimension representation of entity and relation. The head and tail are two
entities; the translate vector l is the relation between two entities. In the user-reviewproduct triplet, the head, l and tail should be product, review and user comparing
14

with the original TransE model. Wang et al. switches the position of user and review
in their model without further explanation.
Moreover, there are many approaches that learn low-dimension embeddings of
node relations in a graph from the traditional matrix decomposition algorithms to
deep learning frameworks. The paper only compares the performance between the
proposed model and some naive approaches. That leaves a question of why TransE
model is good at encoding global behavior information in review graph.
As for the embedding of the review text, the authors harnesses a recent model
using CNN [55]. They give a brief explanation that CNN could better model the aspect information of the review. In fact, other models like Long-Short-Term-Memory
(LSTM) and auto-encoder have been proved to learn a better sentence embedding in
spam detection task [25, 43]. Besides the issues above, the lack of theoretical guarantee is the fundamental shortcoming of those deep models, the embedding model
proposed in this paper leaves many unsolved questions which need further study.
Following the idea of Wang’s paper, another paper targeting cold start in spam
detection problem is proposed recently (See Figure 3) [77]. Based on the framework
of Wang’s model, You at al. apply some incremental improvement of the deep embedding model. Firstly, they propose an attribute aiding factor which indicates the
common features shared by different products. For instance, all restaurants share the
attributes about the price and location. Similarly, users and reviews also have their
attributes. Those attribute would help the model encode more latent information in
order to solve the cold start problem. The second improvement is adding a domain
classifier at the top of the embedding model. It borrows the idea of transfer learning.
For two different domains restaurant and hotel, domain adaption makes the review
embedding closer to the category the review belongs to and far away from the review
embeddings in other domains.
The two strategies above introduced in [77] both leverage the characteristics of
the review dataset and aim to extract more information from global data. Following
such a clue, more information encoding algorithms can be developed. Though such
deep models are lack of explanations, they are able to capture the latent relations of
the review data which is essential in the cold start scenario. Traditional explainable
features and models could not fit the data better than the proposed deep models.
Since spam detection is an empirical area, detectors with stellar performance are
preferable by the decision makers. To this end, the deep model has its strong points.
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Table 3: Some of the crowdsourcing tasks released on an underground crowdsourcing
website.

4

Task

Reward

Vote a YouTube video
Sign up insurance form
Upload five photos to a website
Follow me on Twitter
Sign up online game
Review a product on Amazon

$0.10
$1.50
$0.40
$0.12
$0.20
$1.00

Identifying Crowd Workers via User Similarity

In Section 3, I introduced the weakness of the graph based model in modeling new
coming reviews/reviewers. Besides this issue, the graph model is unable to pass information between two cliques independent cliques in the graph. In the deep learning
era, node embedding could solve the problem. The paper reviewed in this section
targets a scenario which has a limited amount of ground truth data points. They
employ both graph model (random walk) and deep model (node embedding) to discover similar data points. At first, I will introduce the crowdsourcing attack scenario.
Then, I will show the details of their proposed model which named TwoFace. At
last, some critiques of the model will be listed.

4.1

Crowdsourcing Attack

Crowdsourcing means finishing specific tasks with a large number of people on the
Internet. It leverages the mass intelligence of the billions of people on the Internet. People can release personalized tasks like Photoshop photos, filling surveys on
crowdsourcing websites. The crowd workers will be rewarded by money after finishing the task [22]. Usually, it is an economical and efficient way to hire people
via crowdsourcing platforms other than purchasing services from specialized firms.
For instance, Amazon Mechanical Turk is a typical crowding sourcing marketplace
hosted by Amazon [2].
However, crowdsourcing is a double-sided sword where the crowd workers may be
hired to work on malicious tasks [63]. Table 3 shows some malicious tasks released
on a crowdsourcing website in the black market. Those tasks are legal but would
bring fake data to the targeted platforms and further distain the online environment.
In the scope of spam detection problem, the crowdsourced spams have been a
big challenge for the online platforms. Since the crowdsourced reviews are written
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by the regular users instead of bots, it is hard to track and model the crowdsourced
reviews from the backend system log [11]. Checking the features listed in Table 1,
most of the features could not differ the crowd workers from benign users. That is
why many business owners choose crowdsourcing to cheat the platform.
In the perspective of defense, acquiring the ground truth of spam reviews is the
primary work to train and test a spam classifier. However, the crowdsourced reviews
are usually mixed with a bunch of reviews written by regular users. Finding real
spams is difficult. Tackling such crowd workers and crowd reviews is a practical
problem, and few works have addressed it due to the lack of ground truth [10].
To acquire the ground truth, setting up a honeypot is a general approach borrowed
from the security research [34]. We need to set up a honeypot then purchase fake
reviews from crowd workers. It usually costs much money to get enough amount
of training/testing samples. The paper from Kaghazgaran et al. proposes a crossdomain method which maps the products releasing crowdsourcing tasks with their
reviews on Amazon. This approach could acquire ground truth with strong belief
without expenses. The authors form a TwoFace crowd spam detection framework
along with other techniques. More details are introduced in the following part.

4.2

TwoFace Framework

The TwoFace is composed of three parts. The first part is to identify suspicious seed
users at the review platforms (i.e., Amazon). The second part is to propagate the
suspiciousness of users a via random walk over a suspiciousness graph to find more
suspicious users. The last part is to discover similar distant suspicious users via
mapping users into a low-dimensional embedding space. The last two parts discover
different kinds of suspicious users while the distant suspicious users share similar
local structures with users discovered in the second part.
4.2.1

Identifying Suspicious Users

Despite setting honeypot, previous feature-based ground truth acquiring methods
has the pitfall to missample regular users as the suspicious one. For example, the
suspicious users sampled according to their review posting frequency in a short period
may include some regular users have similar behavior.
The authors propose a cross-domain mapping method composed of two crawlers.
The first crawler crawls the information of products that have published the review
written tasks on a crowdsourcing website. Then the second one crawls all reviewers
who have reviewed those products on Amazon plus their reviews. It also crawls the
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reviews to other products written by the suspicious reviewers above. Those review
data compose the suspicious review dataset.
The set of non-fraudulent users is composed by the users and reviews sampled
from a public Amazon review dataset except the reviewers has reviewed the crowdsourcing targeted products above.
The authors analyze some classic handcrafted features on the two curated datasets
above. The result indicates that previous features like burstiness and review length
could not identify the fraudulent and non-fraudulent reviews efficiently since the
suspicious set may exist legitimate reviews.
4.2.2

Propagating Suspiciousness

To better target the suspicious reviewers, the authors propose a random walk algorithm to propagate the suspiciousness of seed reviewers to similar users [59].
The authors design three approaches to select seed users. The best choice approach is to select the users that have reviewed ten targeted products and all his
purchases are unverified. Such seed users are highly suspicious users. The second
approach is a random choice which selects seed users from suspicious set randomly.
The last approach is a worst choice which selects the users only have few reviews on
targeted crowdsourcing products.
Given the seed set, the authors build a co-review graph to run the random walk.
The nodes of the co-review graph represent the reviewers; there is an edge between
two reviewers if they reviewed the same product. The weight of the edge represents
the number of common reviewed products. The suspicious scores of seed users are
initialized as 1. After several rounds random walk, the suspicious score is propagated
across the complete co-review graph.
The intuition of the local suspicious propagation algorithm is that the users who
reviewed the same product tend to have similar behavior. The review buyers also
purchase many workers to post multiple reviews for their products. The experiment
result on the random walk with different seed selection approach shows that the
best choice reaches best precision@k. The performance of random choice is between
the other two approaches. The experiment result also reflects the precision@k of
random walk algorithm decays very fast when the k increase. It indicates the random
walk could only capture the local homophily which only finds a limited amount of
suspicious nodes.
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4.2.3

Uncovering Distant Users

To discover more suspicious users through the seed nodes, the authors leverage the
recent advance in network embedding. The goal is to learn a low-dimensional representation of the node’s local structure and find the nodes with similar structures.
The intuition is that the nodes played similar roles in the graph may not connect
with each other.
The authors employ the node2vec model for learning an embedding of each node
[18]. The optimization objective function is defined below:
X
max
log pr (N (u)|f (u))
(8)
f

u∈V

, where f (u) is the node feature vector (embedding) of node u, N (u) is the
neighborhood nodes of node u. The learning object is to maximize the probability
of its neighborhood given the embedding a node. Suppose each node has common
effects on the feature space. The conditional probability of neighbor node ni given
node u could be represented as a softmax function below:
exp (f (u) · f (ni ))
.
pr (ni |f (u)) = P
v∈V exp(f (u) · f (v))

(9)

According to the [18], the neighborhood of a node is defined by interpolation
of BFS (Breadth-First Sampling) and DFS (Depth-First Sampling) methods. After
running the algorithm above, the learned node embeddings could encode the neighbourhood information of each node. Combining the seed node selection and random
walk suspiciousness propagation algorithms above, the TwoFace model could discover local and distant suspicious users given the seed users. Figure 4 shows the
entire framework of the model.
The following experiment part validates the effectiveness of the proposed model
with more than 90% recall on testing data. The learned user node embeddings are
feed as the input of traditional classifiers like SVM, Naive Bayes and tree-based
classifiers. The authors also compare the feature based and dense-block based algorithms which all hit a very poor precision below 50%. It indicates that traditional
approaches misclassify many legitimate reviews as suspicious ones. The proposed
TwoFace beats those algorithms with more than 25% precision.
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Figure 4: TwoFace: a crowdsourcing review spam detection framework.

4.3

Contributions & Drawbacks

To summarize the TwoFace framework, it discovers the similar users in two perspectives, from the neighborhood and the structure-similar users. Traditional graph
models like the random walk and belief propagation are unable to pass the information from a node to some distant nodes with no connections. The deep model has its
advantage in modeling the node embeddings which could match users with similar
neighborhood structure.
Since the paper only focuses on the structural features but without behavior and
semantic features. If we include such features as the node prior knowledge aiding
the embedding model, the performance is expected to be better. In the classification
phase, the authors only investigated some linear and tree-based classifiers. Feeding
the embeddings into deep classifiers may improve the performance furthermore. Similarly, the embedding approaches like SDNE and DeepWalk are another two effective
node embedding models that learn to encode the node’s local structure [62, 53]. Comparing their performance with node2vec will unveil more intrinsic relations among
the crowd workers.
The TwoFace model has captured some crowd spammers with high confidence.
Analyzing the behavioral and linguistic features of the spammers would help us better
model their characteristics and intentions behind cheating behavior. In the future,
adapting the proposed model to other platforms like Yelp and App Store will further
validate its generation ability.
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5
5.1

Discussion and Future Work
Discussion

The three paper introduced in this survey reflect the trending topics in online spam
detection research. As some works focus on optimizing previous algorithm (Paper
1), the deep learning methods are introduced to encode the behavioral and semantic
information of spammers and reviews/posts (Paper 2 & 3). As the evolution of online
services, more sophistic spammers with advanced cheating tactics appear. Crowdsourcing and cold start are emerging problems which need more effort to handle
(Paper 2 & 3).
Comparing the three papers, the first one investigates the social spammers with
traditional Bayes based framework which has a strong theory guarantee. The second
one applies the deep learning framework to encode the review data into a low dimension representation. The last paper targets a novel problem and leverages both the
traditional model and deep model. Together with other papers published on top-tier
conferences recently [41, 35, 75, 78, 72], we could find that deep learning becomes a
trending tool in online spam detection research.
As I discussed in Section 3.3, the great success of deep learning in recent years
brings deep learning into almost every computer science research areas even the biology and social science study. In the perspective of achieving better learning target,
deep learning is a primary choice. However, it still has the threat to be attacked by
various kinds of noises. The reproducibility of deep learning models is still under
doubt now. The lack of theoretical guarantees brings out many shortcomings of deep
models. Recently, some researchers begin to address the interpretability of the deep
learning model also the node embedding models [33, 9]. Believing the interpretable
deep learning will lead the spam detection research into a new era.
Since spam detection is an application-oriented research, the empirical performance of the detectors is the primary criteria to evaluate its performance. The belief
of the ground truth is significant to the study on new datasets (like Paper 3). If
the classifier were trained and optimized on a dataset with noise, though it achieves
reasonable detecting performance, it would have no help to the spam detection in
practice and even damage the business. More practically, we need to know the working regime of spammers/fraudsters as much as possible when designing the defense
strategies. For instance, through investigation of the black market that trade reviews will help us know the behavior patterns of spammers even acquire some strong
ground truth [70]. As the evolution of the spammers, the spam detection framework
needs to be kept up-to-date too.
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5.2

Future Work

Deep learning is a promising future research venue for spam detection. Some directions like evaluating different learning frameworks on behavior modeling and semantic information encoding has been mentioned at Section 3.3. The graph neural
network (GNN) and graph convolutional network (GCN) feed the graph structure
(generally adjacency matrix) into the deep neural network. They exploit the learning ability of deep network and adapt it on the graph-structured data. It has been
proved very effective under node classification tasks [30]. Its adaption to the recommender systems also demonstrates its strong learning ability [76]. Currently, there
is no paper adapting the GCN to the spam detection problem. Moreover, adapting
the GCN to a bipartite graph. Along with the advance of deep learning in network
embedding, natural language processing and time series analyzing, many domains of
deep spam detection research remain unexplored.
The adversarial attack on graph-structured data is another hot topic recently
[79, 8]. The spam detection is a typical adversarial attacking and defending scenario
in the real world without any high-level modeling and assumptions. Though few
works have addressed the adversarial attacks under spam detection settings [58, 21],
there are still some attacking settings remained unstudied. For instance, we could
imitate the attack tactic of the spammers to choose appropriate controlled accounts
to post fake reviews with respect to some constraints. Investigating the robustness
of the state-of-the-art spam detectors would help us eliminate potential threatens
to them. Besides the plans above , most of the research venues under adversarial
machine learning are applicable to the spam detection setting.
The cold start problem in spam detection introduced by Paper 2 brings up a new
research direction. Excepting two static embedding model above, some dynamic
embedding approaches could be developed to deal with the new coming singleton
reviews/reviewers.
According to Paper 3, the crowdsourcing spam is still a challenging problem
in today’s online social network and review platforms. Figuring out their working
mechanism and further proposes plans to build up better information sharing schemes
would be a promising research direction. It is a multidisciplinary research area with
knowledge from computer science and social science.
From a recent news report, some new types of spam reviews appear on Amazon.
Few Amazon sellers purchase fake reviews to the products of their rivals on Amazon
intentionally [13]. They mislead the spam detector of Amazon to block their rivals.
Mining such professional spammers (also crowdsourced) is a new challenge problem.
Due to the limited amounts of available benchmark datasets and their limited
information, most of the spam detectors only focus on raising the metrics like AUC
22

and recall. In order to deal with the spammers nowadays, a new benchmark is
expected to be published. Some new tasks like identifying spammers with different
intentions, differing bots from crowd workers and mining the relationship between
the text and product metadata could only be studied under a new dataset.
From a broader perspective, online false information like fake news attracts both
researchers and mass media in these years. Some spam detection frameworks should
be useful for fake news detection problem. Some of the fake news detection algorithms
like combining context and social information would shed light on the spam detection
problems especially dealing with the emerging spammer types.
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